
VERBS FOR COMMUNICATING 

 

 

1.- Match the verbs and their definitions. 
 

1 E-MAIL A To move your head up and down as a way of 

agreeing. 

2 CHAT B To look angry or worried because your 

eyebrows are lower than usual. 

3 SHOUT C To say things to someone. 

 

4 ARGUE D To say something very loudly 

 

5 TALK E To stop someone while they are talking or 

doing something. 

6 PHONE F To take a deep breath with your mouth wide 

open because you’re tired or bored. 

7 LAUGH G To speak to someone by telephone. 

 

8 INTERRUPT H To speak angrily to someone telling them that 

you disagree with them. 

9 FROWN I To talk with someone in a friendly way. 

 

10 YAWN J To send a message from one computer to 

another. 

11 SHRUG K To smile and make sounds with your voice 

because something is funny. 

12 NOD L To show where someone or something is by 

holding your finger or a thing object towards 

it. 

13 WAVE M To put your hand up and move it from side to 

side in order to attract someone’s attention or 

to say goodbye. 

14 KISS N To put your lips against another person’s lips  

or skin because you love or like them. 

 

15 POINT O To move your shoulders up and down to show 

that you do not care about something or that 

you do not know something. 
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2.- Complete the sentences with a suitable verb in the correct form 

from exercise 1.  

 

a.- Can you _________ the station to find out the train times. 

b.- At the end of the film, they look into each other’s eyes and ________. 

c.- He smiled and _________ in agreement. 

d.- We _________ on the phone for a few minutes. 

e.- This morning Sarah _________ at me through the window. 

f.- I told him we weren’t happy with it but he just ___________ his  

    shoulders. 

g.- She _________ when I mentioned his name. 

h.- I was really angry and I _________ at them. 

i.- The teacher was trying to explain something but his pupils were  

     ____________ him all the time. 

j.- It’s normal for couples to __________ now and then. 

k.- I asked her where the post office was and she __________ across the  

     road. 

l.- She __________ and looked at her watch. It was very late. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Answer Key 

 

Exercise 1 
 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 

J I D H C G K E B F O A M N L 

 

 

Exercise 2 

 

a.- phone; b.- kiss; c.- nodded; d.- chatted; e.- waved ; f.- shrugged;  

g.- frowned; h.- shouted; i.- interrupting; j.- argue; k.- pointed; l.-yawned 


